The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5% The upper red bar (where present) indicates the fraction of residues that have poor fit to the electron density. The numeric value is given above the bar.
Mol Chain Length
Quality of chain
The following table lists non-polymeric compounds, carbohydrate monomers and non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains that are outliers for geometric or electron-density-fit criteria:
Full wwPDB X-ray Structure Validation Report 6GZO 2 Entry composition i ○ There are 4 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 5993 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a protein called Nicotinamide-nucleotide adenylyltransferase NadR family / Ribosylnicotinamide kinase. • Molecule 3 is NICOTINAMIDE-ADENINE-DINUCLEOTIDE (three-letter code: NAD) (formula: C 21 H 27 N 7 O 14 P 2 ). Residues are color-coded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. A red dot above a residue indicates a poor fit to the electron density (RSRZ > 2). Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
Mol Chain Residues
• Molecule 1: Nicotinamide-nucleotide adenylyltransferase NadR family / Ribosylnicotinamide kinase Chain A :   MET  LEU  THR  ASN  ASN  ILE  SER  K8  S9  N15  T22  F23  A24  N53  D54  R55  P62  K65  R66  L70  R71  E77  K81  V82  N88  E92  M93  P94  N95  G96  W97  D98  R103  L104  F105  N111  D116  L117  S118  P137  G140  Y143  R161   Q165  W168  R173  R176  R177  V182  V183  A189  S190  T191  G192  K193  T194  T195  R199  L200  S203  I204  P207  R214  D225  Y232  M235  N243  S244  R245  E246  V247  N248  G254  I255  V256  D259  T260  D261  A262  I263  V264  T265  R266  K270  L273   P274  K275  E279  E282  F285  D291  E292  R293  M294  D295  L296  I297  I303  THR  GLU  TYR  ILE  ASP  ASP  GLY  PHE  ARG  H313  W316   •   E317  E318  S319  R320  H321  E322  R329  L336  V340  D345  E346  G347  ASP  HIS  ARG  ASP  GLN  GLU  G352  Y357  H358  H359  R374  L375 SER TYR
• Molecule 1: Nicotinamide-nucleotide adenylyltransferase NadR family / Ribosylnicotinamide kinase Chain B :   MET  LEU  THR  ASN  ASN  ILE  SER  LYS  S9  N15  A24  P25  L26  H30  Q31  Q32  Y35  S39  L46  Y51  D54  R55  L61  K65  L70  R71  F74  E77  V82  N86  E87  N88  D89 • L90 P91
• E92 M93 •   P94  R103  L104  F105  D116  L117   S118  F121  G124  K133  P137  G140  V145  R150  R161  R173  R176  R177  S180  A189  S190  T191  G192  K193  R198  P207  R214  D225  M229  I236  V247  V256  T260  D261  V264  T265  R266  K275  E276  D277  F278  E279   E282  F285  R293  T304   •   GLU  TYR  ILE  ASP  ASP  GLY  PHE  R312  H313  R320  H321  E322  F323  H324  M328  D345  GLU  GLY  ASP  HIS  ARG  ASP  GLN  GLU  G352  Y353  L354  H358  H359  D362  K371  R374  L375  S376  Y377 4 Data and refinement statistics i ○ Chiral center outliers are detected by calculating the chiral volume of a chiral center and verifying if the center is modelled as a planar moiety or with the opposite hand.A planarity outlier is detected by checking planarity of atoms in a peptide group, atoms in a mainchain group or atoms of a sidechain that are expected to be planar.
Mol Chain #Chirality outliers #Planarity outliers
There are no bond length outliers.
There are no bond angle outliers.
There are no chirality outliers.
All (4) The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 12.
All (142) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○

Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 
Mol Chain
Protein sidechains i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. Some sidechains can be flipped to improve hydrogen bonding and reduce clashes. There are no such sidechains identified.
Mol Chain Analysed Rotameric Outliers Percentiles
RNA i ○
There are no RNA molecules in this entry.
5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○ There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
5 ligands are modelled in this entry.
In the following table, the Counts columns list the number of bonds (or angles) for which Mogul statistics could be retrieved, the number of bonds (or angles) that are observed in the model and the number of bonds (or angles) that are defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. The Link column lists molecule types, if any, to which the group is linked. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 2 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). In the following table, the Chirals column lists the number of chiral outliers, the number of chiral centers analysed, the number of these observed in the model and the number defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. Similar counts are reported in the Torsion and Rings columns. '-' means no outliers of that kind were identified. The following is a two-dimensional graphical depiction of Mogul quality analysis of bond lengths, bond angles, torsion angles, and ring geometry for all instances of the Ligand of Interest. In addition, ligands with molecular weight > 250 and outliers as shown on the validation Tables will also be included. For torsion angles, if less then 5% of the Mogul distribution of torsion angles is within 10 degrees of the torsion angle in question, then that torsion angle is considered an outlier. Any bond that is central to one or more torsion angles identified as an outlier by Mogul will be highlighted in the graph. For rings, the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the ring in question and similar rings identified by Mogul is calculated over all ring torsion angles. If the average RMSD is greater than 60 degrees and the minimal RMSD between the ring in question and any Mogul-identified rings is also greater than 60 degrees, then that ring is considered an outlier. The outliers are highlighted in purple. The color gray indicates Mogul did not find sufficient equivalents in the CSD to analyse the geometry. In the following table, the column labelled '#RSRZ> 2' contains the number (and percentage) of RSRZ outliers, followed by percent RSRZ outliers for the chain as percentile scores relative to all X-ray entries and entries of similar resolution. The OWAB column contains the minimum, median, 95 th percentile and maximum values of the occupancy-weighted average B-factor per residue. The column labelled 'Q< 0.9' lists the number of (and percentage) of residues with an average occupancy less than 0.9. There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Mol
Carbohydrates i ○
Ligands i ○
In the following table, the Atoms column lists the number of modelled atoms in the group and the number defined in the chemical component dictionary. The B-factors column lists the minimum, median, 95 th percentile and maximum values of B factors of atoms in the group. The column labelled 'Q< 0.9' lists the number of atoms with occupancy less than 0.9. The following is a graphical depiction of the model fit to experimental electron density of all instances of the Ligand of Interest. In addition, ligands with molecular weight > 250 and outliers as shown on the geometry validation Tables will also be included. Each fit is shown from different orientation to approximate a three-dimensional view.
Electron density around NAD B 402 (B):
2mF o -DF c (at 0.7 rmsd) in gray mF o -DF c (at 3 rmsd) in purple (negative) and green (positive)
